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Gustavo Guti6rrez

Roberto S. Goizueta

A Theology of Llberation: From Lima to Medellin

Few contemporary theologians have influenced the whole range of
disciplines as has the Peruvian priest Gustavo Guti6rrez, who is often referred
as the "father" of liberation theology, In his classic work A Theology of
Guti6rr€z set forth "not so much a new theme for reflection as a ncw wd! to
theology" (Guti6rrez 1973: 15). Thus, what is most distinctive about
theology - and what has come to influence every area of theological and
gious studies, from constructive theology to biblical studies - is the
method which Guti6rrez articulated svstematicallv in that
volume. Guti6rrez' theological method rests upon two foundational
(1) God loves all persons equally and gratuitously: (2) God loves the
preferentially.

These insights derived not only from Guti6rrez' reflection upon the
and Christian tradition but also from his own lived exoerience. which
to inform his writing to this day. As a child growing up in Peru, he knew the
of both poverty and physical illness, having been bedridden by
during his teenage years. It was during these years that he began to read
sively, developing a special interest in the relationship between his Christian
and socialiustice. It is thus helpful to bear in mind the influence that these
deeply personal experiences with human sufferinq has had in the
of Guti6rrez' unusual ability to empathize with and truly "know" the
of human suffering, from the inside.

Initially, these early experiences with illness generated an interest in medl(
and medical studies, which Cuti6rrez hoped to pursue further by enrollin9 at
University of San Marcos in Lima, with the intention of eventually
ffeld of psychiatry. Only three years into his studies, however, he decided to
the university in order to enter seminary studies for the Archdiocese of and, thus, the context in which the church must live out its
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t to Europe for further studies, receiving a master's degree in phi-

psychology from the Catholic UniversitY of Louvain in Belgium

d-u'.u.t".'Ja"g."e in theology from the Theological Faculty of Lyon

1tSSl1. t.oni"itty' Guti6rrez. did- not receive a doctorat:.1" t1",".l:i{

when Lyon granted him the degree on the basis of his published

.is work's impact on the field of theology'

Guti6rrez was ordained and returned from Europe to a teaching posl-

Catholic llniversity of Peru. The following decade was a for-

for him. The university context made it possible for hirn to further

tinterest in the thought of such seminal figures as Camus' Marx' and'

fos6 Carlos Marietegui' Jos6 Maria Arguedas, and Cesar Valleio As

literary ffgures these last two, particularly' would continue to

work for many years to come. In his social analysis' Guti6rrez

rced by Mariiitegui's call for the development of a specifically Latin

socialism. Beyond these intellectual influences, however' Guti€rrez

and intellectual enrichment in his pastoral work as the advisor

Union of Catholic Students. The lJnion was part of the Catholic

Basine itself in Catholic social teaching. this lay student

was extremely influential in creating a social consciousness among

leaders throughout Latin America. As would be the case

his life, therefore, Gutidrrez' theology was intimately bound to his

a pnest.
' l-960s were marked by two events that would also prove crucial for

theologian's personal and intellectual development: the Second

and the rise of popular social movements throughout Latin

Together, these events helped forge the historical context whichwould

o liberation theology. At the time, the outlines of a "theology of liber-

already being adumbrated in a continent-wide conversation involv-

)er of Latin American theologians, most trained in Europe but

:ned to accompany their people in the growing movements lor

In a series o[ meetings, these intellectuals sought explicitly to relaxe

faith, especially as this had been articulated at Vatican II' to the

rfor iustice in Latin America. In his 1968 I'a pastoral en Ia lglesia en

Irtind, Guti6rrez addressed this issue directly. In July of that same year,

speech to fellow priests at the National Office of Social Research in

, Peru, Guti6rrez called for the development of a "theology of libera-

first time the term had been used in a public forum.

the church to look to the "signs of the times" as the locus of

" endorsement at the Second General Conference of the Latin American

rges represented by Vatican II, the Latin American popular move-

the nascent theology of liberation gained institutional visibility and

which took place in Medellin, Colombia, in the fall of 1968 Here' the

explicitly sei for themselves the task of implementing the vision of

II in theioeciffc context of the Latin American church' tf the Vatican II
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practical, pastoral agenda for the Latin American church.

evangelizing mission, the Latin American bishops would accept the cl
discerning the signs of the times in Latin America and, on that basrs.

) same time, Guti6rrez has always insist€d that the option for the poor

;;;;t;i,;;;l 
;"-.lusive " rhat is' we are called to love the poor first

i"'Vii a.i"* * .an we trulv love all people lt ""ll"ll:1"""t^f::-t:i
nirti i" 

"."" 
U"." from the conviction that' in a situation o[ oppres-

th" oppr"rro. und the victim are tlehumanized' Guti6rrez' hu-Y*-"1:-:

ttirg ifi"iift" p-r' as individuals, are "better" persons than the pow-
'o"p,i?.io.,tt" 

po"r is an option to place ourselves in a pai"t^:1.1t:::1

,i'"ie"w..^Li,v i.". a particular perspective: the perspectiveof the poor'

,ri,'in" .utginurired. We are called to do so' not because th: p:9t 
ii:

;;;;;;il;; the powerful. but because the God revealed in the

,i.l Coa ,"no 
"nooses 

io be revealed preferentially among the outcasts

" 
C.a *tt" chooses the poor to be the bearers of the Good News' a

ia-J"ettd" the crucified victims of historv The oTf**ll^l:ljl:^l
,". it, 

"U""" 
all, a tl. ological option: we must opt for the poor because

1". ii" 0"". itt" ration;le lies not in the poor themselves but in God:

the Door are but in who God is'

il;;;;;;; Afurrez, the poor themselves are called to -"\: 
!-1:l:

""i""'i". 
,tt" o""r' The poor too can be seduced by privilege and power:

' ' " : that their liberation will be achieved
Ithout power can come to Dellevl

r and wealth The Poor themselves'
n thev themselves acquire Pow€l
."if'"i,. pi".. ,fl.mseives on the sideof the poor' not to abandon^their

ri,i"riv ".p,ing" for the values of power' wealth' and violence'

qu"rti*."-uin., however: iust wiro are "the poor'? 
Y*:d:J:

il;;:;;;;;;rlt " 
corp"t., sussests Guti€rrez' reveal three dis-

,ugh inseparable. notions. or forms of povertv: (1) 
T'::ii"ll1":t"ty:

;i p;;;;y, and (3) voluntarv povertv as protest (Gxtierrez .197l:
i. r[" dtti understanding of povertv is the most 

Yo]bl". lf]:l:-"::;
-""t* ,tt. o"*t,t that alflicts ihe poor to whom Luke's beatitudes are

rcd ("Blessed are you poor. ; r r .., . ,_ L^..l,+..r^.
i, *tlui .ttu.u.tr.izes the "poor in spirit" to whom Matthew's beatitudes

Lr"i fu*t. 5: l-12). Guti6rrez understands the poorin spirit as those

;;;; iJ;t iemonstrate a profound sense of their radical dependence

6piir,*i p"""..v is the recognition that our lives' antt t"q-t1-"1T.::;

is in God's hands; such poverty of spirit thus generates a profound trust

dence in divine Providence.
Ji..or.ion of this second notion of poverty' Guti€rrez warns again'st a

tlarnrisinterpretationof.'spiritualpoverty''that-hasbeenpropoundedby
drr, *"ira ih.istians ou"i th" y"at' und thut has - not surprisingly -

their own material, economic interests First World exegetes and other

,ir'i" prf"if"g"a situations havt oftett identified spiritual pov€rty:'lth

;,;;ffi;;;;l ";"i".r'-*t" from one's material wealth' Bv thus

,t* 
"u,i""t "i 

spiritual and material povertv' weilthv qTi:tians llJ:
#i:;;il;il;, "ii"tni."t" 

tr'"ir wea-lth: one is allowed to be wealthv

,"'", 
"""-."-.r"s 

emolionally 
,.detached" from one's possessions. what
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As the bishops' official theological consultant, Guti€rrez was rnlirh^,.
involved in the Medellin deliberations. The imprint of his thought ,^d;;,:S
palpable in the final document issued by the bishops. Tt orgh tlr" u.tuut ;ijt"preferential option for the poor" would not be used by the Latin Am'e"r"^l
bishops until their next general conference, in puebla, Mexico, I I u"ur" illq
the ffnal document of Mede in lays out with unmistakable clarity ,rr" n"...17
of such an option. The church, insisted the bishops, must become ,rur n"ii'l
church /or the poor, and not only a church with the poor; it must bccoall
church o/the poor.

A New Way to Do Theology: The preferential Option
for the Poor

The first systematic articulation of a liberation theology, grounded in a prefer.
entiaf option for the poor, was set forth in Guti€rrez' A Theology of Liltcration,
published in 1971 (English translation 7973). Herc cuti6rrez argued that all
theology should be a "critical reflection on Christian praxis in the lighr of the
Word" (Gutidrrez 197 3: 13). Theology must be grounded in the concrete, livd
faith of the Christian people - the vast majority of whom are poor, in Latin
America and indeed throughout the world. And by definition, as Christian that
praxis must be illuminated by the Word of God, which will challenge and trans.
form our historical action. Consequently, the relationship between Christian
praxis and theological reflection forms a ',hermeneutical 

circle."
Guti€rrez contends that, when read from the perspective of this Christian

praxis, that is, from a solidarity with the struggling poor in Latin Amcrica. the
scriptures reveal a God whose love is universal and gratuitous, on the one hand,
and preferentially in solidarity with the poor, on the other. These twin theseJ
appear to be contradictory. However, when understood within the context of a
"critical reflection on Christian praxis in the light of the Word," the two theses
will be seen as, in fact, mutually implicit. The universality of God,s love irnpiils
God's prel'erential love for the poor.

To say that God's love is universal is not to say that it is neutral. Indeed. the
universality of God's love precludes an "obiective," "neutral" God. If God's love
is not an ahistorical abstraction but is made manifest in hirto.u,u,r,l if, rorr'
over, that history is characterized by persistent social conflict wh;rein the maior'
ity oI human beings are systematically exploited and denied their dignity by I
powerful minority, a neutral God would be one whose very refusal to ,,take sides
would, de facto, serve the interests of the powerful minority. If God,s love dod
not actively work to transform the uniust status quo, then God's ,.neutrality
(disguised as "equal love for all people") can only legitimize the injustice. ii".r.it ti-pty o"e's "attitude" toward one's possessions'
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Such a premature "spiritualization" o{ the biblical texts ignores, howevel 1;
intrinsic connection between material and spiritual poverty: it is difficult, 1J n"t
impossible, to be truly "detached" from one's material wealth as long qs.r'
renrains wealthy in the face of so much poverty. Guti6rrez thus contends ft;
Luke's and Matthew's beatitudes have to be read together; "the poor" cann61f,
understood apart from "the poor in spirit," and vice versa. A genuine spirilji
poverty will necessarily manifest itself in a life of material simplicity. Nevertl]
less, material poverty in and of itself does not guarantee spiritual poverty: on.
can be materially poor and yet remain captive to the desire for material secullh
and privilege.

This intrinsic connection between material and spiritual poverty is exemDli.
fied, above all, in a third notion of poverty, what Guti€rrez calls "poverty 3,
protest." Here, a person voluntarily becomes poor, divesting him/herself sl
worldly power and privilege, in order to enter into solidarity with the poor 0u1
of compassion for the poor, a person thereby accepts the risks and vulnerability
of poverty as a protest against the evil of poverty, as a way of witnessing t0 a
radically different way of life. The person who thus becomes one with the pq01
becomes, like the poor themselves, a mirror that reveals to a society its injustices,
And, since most persons and societies do not like to have their worldviews,
assumptions, values, and self-image questioned, the person who thus holds up
a mirror to society is likely to suffer ostracism and persecution - again, like the
poor lhemselves.

The paradigmatic Christian symbol of this notion of "poverty as protcst" is0l

course the Crucified Christ himself: "Though he was in the form of God, ..he
emptied himself and took the form of a slave" (Phil.2:6-7). Material and spit'

itual poverty are united in the act of divine kenosis: Jesus' perfect obedicnce m

the Father (poverty of spirit) leads him to enter into solidarity with thc outcasls
of his society (material poverty), thereby incurring the wrath of the politicaland
religious leaders. These then crucify the innocent victim, whose tortured bodl

on the cross reveals to the whole world its own profound sinfulness l"Truly this

was the Son of Godt": Matt. 27: 54).
Like his theology as a whole, Guti€rrez' threefold understanding ol poverty.ts

rooted in a holistic worldview that refuses to separate the spiritual from thf

material but, instead, sees these are distinct, though intrinsically interrelateo'
dimensions of one historical process. That holistic worldview is the linchpin 0l

Guti6rrez' theology, from his method to his theological anthropology. tf.ont

cannot understand the preferential option for the poor, the foundation ol r"'

method, without appreciating his inteiral cosmovision, neithcr can one under

stand the very notion of "liberation" without such an appreciation.

An Integral Liberation

If the key to Guti6rrez' method is the option for the poor, the content of hl
tha^l^ov i< centcred nn fhc nrrfinn of "liheration." (Not€. aeain. that Guti6rf0!
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claims that the content of his "theology of liberation" is dramatically new;
contrary, the call to liberation has always been at the very heart of the

kerygma.) That notion must also be viewed integrally, without separat-

various dimensions. According to Guti€rrez, liberation should also be
as encompassing three distinct though inseparable dimensions: ( I )

liberation, (2) psychological, or anthropological liberation, and (3) liber-
sin (Guti6rrez 1973:2142). At its first level, liberation involves the

of social structures. At a deeper, second level, liberation entails an
psychological transformation through which the poor person comes to

his/her historical agency. Accustomed to seeing him/herself as merely a

obiect of history, acted upon by historical forces and serving the interests
elites, the poorperson nowbecomes an authentic historical agent.

of exercising his/her rights and responsibilities as an actol an authentic
Finally, at the deepest, third level, liberation is identified with salvation

liberation from sin effected through the crucilied and risen Christ.
repeatedly underscores the fact that the three dimensions, while
distinct, are always, in practice, intrinsically connected aspects of

liberative process. The third, deepest level remains qualitatively dif-

however, in that its realization is completely dependent on God's activity;
is pure gift. While we can and must work for social and personal trans-

the deepest and fullest realization of these is brought about through
love in the person oI Jesus Christ. At the same time, that love

made concrete in history; so, insofar as we help transform history in

with God's will, we simultaneously open ourselves to and encounter
in history.
' understanding of liberation is accompanied by a correspondingly

integral notion of sin. On the one hand, human effort alone can never
sin at its deepest level. On the other hand, sin is never merely "spiritual"

manifests itself concretely in the lives of individual persons and in
that facilitate and foster sinful behavior. If sin can be deftned as

of communion with other persons and God, that rupture is obiecti-
and mediated by the entire web of structures, organizations' and institu-

which we live out our relationships with others and with God. Those
may foster values and behavior that impede communion (for example,

or explicitly fostering violence, conflict, greed, etc.) or they may
values and behavior that facilitate communion (for example, by reward-

compassion, service, etc.). In other words, the human struggle
and against sin always reflects the fact that the person is intrin-

a social being who is intrinsically connected to others and to God.

of Liberation

the demands for action in solidarity with the poor, however, the pref-

ootion for the Door also demands a oroforrnd sniritrralitv as an eesentiel
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aspect of any liberating action. At its core, Guti6rrez' theology of Iiberation ir
in fact. a spirituality. He developed his spirituality more fully and explicitly in 1lj
books We Drink frorn Our OwnWells and On /ob. In the former, Gutidrrez outllnpj
a spirituality grounded in a preferential option for the poor and, thereio*-
drawing on the rich resources of the lived faith of the poor. Such o tpi.ituaiiii
would reiect any separation between the life of prayer and sociohistorical actiori,
contemplation and action are two sides of the same coin. If, as we have discussj
above, one cannot understand the universality and gratuity of God's love apari
from God's preferential love for the poor, neither can one's prayer, or "spiritual
life," be understood accurately apart from a social praxis that makes credible i1
history God's love for all persons

At the very heart of what Gutierrez has called the "culture of the poor" one
finds the expressly spiritual practices, symbols, and narratives which embody x
lived faith: "From gratuitousness also comes the Ianguage of symbols....6
their religious celebrations, whether at especially important moments or in the
circumstances of everyday life, the poor turn to the Lord with the trustfulness
and spontaneity of a child who speaks to its father and tells him of its suffering
and hopes" (Guti6rrez 1984: 1 1 1-12). This fact reveals an important dimension
ol the preferential option for the poor, one which Gutidrrez himself emphasizes,
but one too often missed by critics of liberation theologies: the option for the poor
necessarily implies an option lor the lived/dith of the poor, an option for the spir"
it r ity of the poor. To opt for the poor is necessarily to pray as the poor pray, and
to pray to the God to whom the poor pray. If, as Guti6rrez avers, at the center of
the worldview of the poor is an unshakeable beliei that "God first loved us" and
that "everything starts from" that beliel then all human praxis becomes, at
bottom, an act of worship, an act of prayer . . . and every act of prayer becomes
a sociopolitical act. In the absence of such a practical spirituality, lived -in
response to Cod's love for us. any putative option for the poor cannot engender
true solidarity or empathy. "It is not possible to do theology in Latin America''
writes Gutidrrez, "without taking into account the situation of the most down'

trodden of history; this means in turn that at some point the theologian
must cry out, as Iesus did, 'My God, my God, why hast thou lorsaken mer

to encompass not only expressly political action but also all those
through which communion with each other and God is lived out, for
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celebration, domestic life, liturgy. Indeed, in his later writings
places an ever greater stress on the importance of friendship as central

for justice; the most fundamental form of solidarity is that friend-
individual, flesh-and-blood human persons without which "the poor"
become reduced to a mere abstraction.

emphasis on the contemplative, aifective dimension of praxis and the
for the poor is nowhere more evident in Gutidrrez' writings than in his

/ob. The question posed in this extended reflection on the Book of Job
can one speak of a loving God in the midst of innocent suffering?" Job

a Christ-figure, a prototype and model for the believer committed to doins
Guti6rrez invites us to accompany lob as he struggles with both Satan

having his faith challenged at every turn in the face of the calamities
him, a good man, and that are thus seemingly so unjust. Can Job con-

believe even when he receives no reward for his faith, indeed, even when
nothing but affliction and humiliation before the God whom he

a genuinely "disinterested" faith possible? Or, having felt himself aoan-
God, will fob in turn himself abandon the God to whom he had previ-

so faithful?
response to these questions, concludes Guti6rrez, emerges only insofar

to surrender either his conviction of his own innocence (and.
the iniustice of his afflictions) or his faith in God, even when, prefig-
cries of the crucified Jesus on Golgotha, that very faith compels Job to

to a silent God, "My God, my God, why. . . ?" In his "dark night of the
experiences, first, the utter mystery that is God and, therefore, the fool-

of all human attempts to "make sense" of God's unfathomable love for
second, a solidarity with and compassion for all those other persons
Job himself, live daily in the midst of death and affliction. The only lrer-

f'adequate response to the questions posed at the outset of the story, then,
6 be found in tomes of theology or elegantly spun theodicies, but in sil?nc?,
silent praxis of compassion born of the contemplative, worshipful

with a God who is mystery. According to Guti6rrez, that mystery is
precisely at the point where the prophetic language of justice meets the

of contemplative worship, at the point where the revolutionary and the

connection between worship and justice is also central to another ol
z' key works, Las Casas: In Search ol the Poor ol Jesris Christ. The turnrng
this major work of historical and theological scholarship is, again, the

that the protagonist undergoes when he experiences in his own lile
of love of God and love of neighbor, that is, the inseparability
and action as two intrinsicallv related dimensions of Christian

again, we find ourselves confronted here bv the same twin themes to
rrez repeatedly returns throughout the corpus of his writing: the
and gratuity of God's love (before which we are reduced to silent

), and God's preferential love for the poor (which demands our
with the poor).
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false god, an idol of our own making' (Guticrrez 1973: ix)

of Spanish violence against the indigenous peoples of America was made pff
ble only by his conversion from an encomendero, or slaveowner, to one whoffi
his own preferential option for the poor. And his conversion took place precisril
at the point where his life of prayer encountered his life in the political real4-n

The intrinsic connection between orthodoxy and orthopraxis has never 6s6r
exemplified as clearly as in Las Casas' conversion' while he was preparing to c€i
ebrate the eucharistic liturgy on Pentecost, 1514. Reflecting on the scriptun
readings for the day, he came upon the following words in the Book ot Sirxgh
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The book Las Casds treats, of course, the life and thought of the great same time, I think we misread Guti€rrez' understanding of the option

missionary and theologian Bartolom6 de Las Casas. This is, in some if we interpret it as redlcing Christian faith to such a practicaloption.

Cuti6rrez' "magnum opus," having occupied him, off and on' over the repeating that throughout his writings Guti6rrez insists that the war-

2 5 years. Known as the "Defender of the Indians," Las Casas' oroohetic.cr;qd a preferential option for the poor are, above all, theorcntric'. "the ulti-
for the privileged position of the poor is not in the poor themsclves

in the gratuitousness and universality of God's agapeic love"
198 7: 94, emphasis in original). Our praxis of solidarity with the poor
the foundation of Christian faith; rather, that Draxis is a response to
initiative, a resoonse to God's own sratuitous revelati<.rn in our world
own lives. "'God first loved us' (1 John 4: l9)," writes Guti€rrez,

starts from there. The gift of God's love is the source of our being
its impress on our lives . . . The other is our way for reaching God, but

with God is a orecondition for encounter and true communion
other" (Cutidrrez 1984: 109-12). Before we can "opt for" God or
d has already opted for us; we can opt lor the poor in a preferential

God has already opted for the poor preferentially. And because the
has chosen and loved us gratuitously is revealed in scripture, in tradi-
in history as a God who has chosen and loved the poor preferentially,

and empowered to love the poor preferentially. "The ultimate
God's preference for the poor," avers Guti6rrez, "is to be found in God's

and not in any analysis of society or in human compassion.
pertinent these reasons may be" (Guti€rrez 1987: xiii).

the Peruvian theologian warns against such distorted interpretations
for the poor:

and simDlistic intcrDretation of the liberationist DersDective has led somc
that its dominant. if not exclusive, themes are commitment, the social

of faith. the dcnunciation of injustices, and others of a similar nature.
that the liberationist impulse leaves little room for grasping the necessity

conversion as a condition for Christian life . . . Such an interpretation
are simply caricatures. One need only have contact with the Chris-

ln question to appreciate the complcxity of thcir approach and the depth of
spiritual experience. (Cuti6rrez l9t14t 96)

(34:78-22\:

Tainted his gifts who offers in sacrifice ill-gotten goods! / Mock presents liom the
lawless win not God's favor. / The Most High approves not the gifts of the godless
/ [Nor for their many sacrifices does he forgive their sin.] / Like the man who slays
a son in his father's presence / is he who offers sacrifice from the possessions of the
poor. / The bread of charity is life itself for the needy' / he who withholds it is a
person of blood. / He slays his neighbor who deprives him of his living: / he sheds

blood who denies the laborer his wages. (Cutidrrez 1993: 47)

As he read them, Las Casas saw himself mirrored in and challengcd by thoc

words: he was preparing to ofler to God bread and wine produced by his own

Indian slaves. What was thus ostensibly an act of Christian worship was' in fact

an act of idolatry; he was purporting to worship the God of fesus Christ while'

in reality, worshipping u god of uiol!.t." and destruction, a god who acceptd

the fruiiof exploiti humin labor' While condemning the Amerindians for th€ir

practice of human sacrifice, he himself - along with-the rest of the Spaniards-

irad been sacrificing human blood' sweat' and tears in the form of bread ano

wine. As Las Casas insisted repeatedly in the wake of his conversion' thd

metdnoin implied not only a different way of living but, in so doing' it also imflra

belief in and worship of a radically different God from the "god" to whom nc ""-
previously been offering the Mass. Conversely, any worship conducted ln p'

absence of a solidarity with the poor can only be idolatry - rnr
As the methodological key to Guti6rrez' theology, the prelerential oplro";

the poor becomes not only a privileged criterion of Christian orthopraxis Icu";'

pra;tice), calling us to live our faith; it is, more fundamentally, 
" Ptiy""9::;ndpractice), calling us to live our taith; it is' more lunoamenrauy' " f i]'^i - ,nd

ierion of orthodoxy itself (correct worship, or dora)' callinB us to believe tt' *n

worship a God who is revealed on the cross, among the crucified. peopt'it
Worship a God wno lS reveareo orl Ltle stuss' drrruu]; ur!

history. Unless we place ourselves alongside the poor, unless we l":k 
1t^t"ffi;

through their eyes, we are unable to see' recognize, or worship tlt uo:;,!,

walks with the poor. Co.tu".r"ly' ii we lack sucf, a practical solidarity with

poor, the "god" in whom we beiieve and whom we worship will necessarily

caricatures to which Guti6rrez refers quickly became widespread in the
despite Guti6rrez' clear and consistent assertions that, in the words that
on the very first p age o[ A Theology ol Liberation,

is not to elaborate an idcology to justify postures already taken, nor
a feverish search for security in the facc oI the radical challenges

confront the faith. nor to fashioo a theology from which political action is
", lt is rather to let ourselves be judged by thc Word of the Lord. to think
our faith, to strengthen our love, and to give reason for our hope from

a commitment which seeks to become more radical, total, and efficacious.
to reconsider the great themes of the Cbristian life within this radically

perspective and with regard to the new questlons posed by this commit-
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very well have been appropriate, it should be clear from our foregoing

What defines and makes Christian faith possible is not praxis as such t
praxis as encountered by Gotl's Word, And it is precisely a supreme confidenge-
God's gratuitous love for us, as that love is revealed in our lives and in
Word, that above all characterizes the faith of the poor themselves. Ovsl
years, Guti6rrez' writings have increasingly focused on the faith of the psoj
a rich spiritual resource that has sometimes been overlooked in the strugds f;
iustice: the seeds of liberation, which are fundamentally spiritual ("thgscsrldci

are already present in the lived faith of the poor. r

Expanding the Vision: Critique and Dialogue

Much o[ the criticism of liberation theology in general and of Cutierrez in par
ticular, therefore, has been based less on a thorough knowledge of the literatu6
than on the stereotypes perpetuated by the media. In the Second Introduction

to the revised editi on ol ATheology ol Liberation, Gutilrrez nevertheless acknowl.

edged the importance of this criticism in helping him to clarify his ideas and to
express them with greater precision. In this lengthy essay subtitled "Expanding

the Vision" he questioned, for instance, an earlier liberationist tendency to
accept uncritically the claims of certain social analytical models. specifically

Marxist and dependency theories. All "sciences," he argued. are based upon pre"

suppositions that themselves must be continually revised in the light of chang'

ing historical circumstances. No doubt the horrific violence suffered by tho

Peruvian poor at the hands of the Marxist Sendero Luminoso. all in the nams

of "the polr," had a profound impact on Guti6rrez' thinking in this regard Like'

wise, he acknowledged that, in the early years' he was not always attentive

enough to the connotations and implicit issociations of certain terminology' S0'

for exlample, at various points the revised edition o t A Theology of Libr:rntion sub'

stitutes the term "social conflict" for the more highly chargJ"class struggle"'a

term with a more clearly Marxist etymological history.
By virtue of their provenance, plrhaps the most significant criticisms wer€

those offered in the two Vatican documents on liberition theology. Lihertatls

Nuntins (1984) an d Libertatis Conscisntia ( 198 6). Issued by the Vatican's Sa,creg

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith and its head' Joseph Cardln6'

Ratzinger, these documents accused "certain" liberation theologians of redue

ing salvation to political liberation, and politics to Marxist class struggte "'-
second documeni, particularly, then proceeded to articulate what Ratzingercon;

sidered an authentically Christian theology of liberation. Here, liberation w.u"'-

be understood as rooted solely in and flowing from the salvific work oI 
-':;

Crucified and Risen Lord, as this has been communicated in the scriPtures a'-

Christian tradition. *A
While one might argue that some Latin American liberation theologians u-

come perilously close to such reductionism, and while Ratzinger's warning
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himself could not be fairly accused of such reductionism. And.
neither of the documents named specific theologians. In The Truth Shall

Free (199O), Glti6rrez responded explicitly to the Vatican documents.
their Christocentric. integral understanding of human freedom

their prophetic denunciation of injustice in Latin America
trenchant critique of modern Western individualism.
surprising that the Vatican chose to engage directly, in official docu-
liberation theology movement. As one looks back upon the last third
rtieth century, the theological insight that has arguably had the great_
on the life of the church is the notion that the God of lesus Chiist ts

I in a privileged, preferential way among the poor and marginalized
of our world - a notion at the very heart of the Gospel itself. There is not
corner of the Christian world today that has not felt the impact of thc
attention to that claim, whether as an impetus for conversion and

In or as a challenge to established theological and ecclesial prac-
one cannot do Christian theology. or even rhink theologically.

in some way confronting the claims implicit in the preferential option
oor. As Christianity evolves from a predominantly European religion to

whose adherents are predominantly found in the third world, those
on$ grow in their relevance and rmoact.

American theologians of liberation have been accompanied in their
;by theologians who, lrom within their own distincl contexts of mar-

have been developing other theologies of liberation. Black theolt>
the United States, for example. have emphasized the significance of race
factor in oppression and, therefore, as a disrinct dimension of poverry.
theologians throughout the work:l have called attention to the wav in

interacts with economic class and race as a factor that deepens
lhe experience of oppression; among the poor. poor rorn"n ur"

oppressed." Indeed, North American feminist theologian Rosemary
Ruether has challenged Guti6rrez to become more expliiitly engaged in

women's movements in Peru and to appropriate more systematically
s of feminist theology (Ruether 1996:28l.In Europe, political the-

have analyzed the role of modern Western ,.bourgeois religion" in the
of global injustice. Guti6rrez has been deeplv involved in contin-

lversations with these and other theologians who have invited hlm ro
his understanding of "liberation" by exfosing his own theology to the

I derived lrom other contexts, such as the specilic roles of racism ancl
as forms of oppression. While the preferential option for the poor remains

methodological heart of all theologies of liberation, the understanding of
continues to be enriched, deepened, and nuanced.

:rez has personally had a particularly important influence in the devel-
ol a US Latino theology, While US Hispanic theologians have been

influenced by Latin American liberation theology, Guti6irez has encour-
to remain true to their own particular context; to simply import Latin
liberation theology into the North American context - even if the US
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Latino context - would be to cornmit the methodological error for whicfi
American theologians had for so long been criticizing the Europeans. The
rience of the US Latino community as a cultural minority, for instance,
revealed the particular salience of cultural lorms of marginalization. 41
same time, the experience o[ mestizaje, or racial-cultural mixture, and
popular religious practices of the poor have been retrieved methodologicali
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of liberation

resources for liberation. mediators of God's self-revelation to the poor.
If liberation theology no longer makes the front pages of our

then, the reason is not that the issues that movement addresses have either
appeared or decreased in significance. On the contrary, global poverty,
and exploitation remain as intransigent as ever, and their consequences as
astating. If the public visibility of liberation theology has diminished, this
large part, because the fundamental questions raised by liberation
like Gustavo Guti6rrez - questions once considered novel and controversial-
today unavoidable in any theological conversation that demands to be
seriously by either the churches or the academy. And foremost among
questions is the one that Guti6rrez locates at the very heart of the
enterDrise:

Our task here is to find the words with which to talk about God in the midst of the
starvation of millions, the humiliation of races regarded as inferior, discrimination !,
against women, especially women who are poor, systematic social injustice, a p€r-
sistent high rate of infant mortality, those who simply "disappear" or are deprived
of their freedom, the sufferings of peoples who are struggling for their right to llve,
the exiles and the refugees, tcrrorism of every kind, and the corpse-lilled common
graves of Ayacucho [a scene of civil strife in Peru]. (Cutidrrez 1996: 318)
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